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Abstract:
It is pointed out that the tables of electron radial
wave functions by Bhalla and Rose are incQrrect as
far as positons are concerned.
- 2 -
We infer from recent papers 1,2) that there is considerable
interest in accurate electron radial wave functions (ERWFs)
for positon beta decays. Ln particular, allowed Fermi transitions
give, if they are superallowed, important information on the
universal Fermi interaction 1) or, if they are isospin forbidden,
on the isospin impurity of the nuclear states 2). In both of
these applications one needs rather accurateERWFs in order
to arrive at reliable conclusions. For these reasons it seems now
necessary to point out that the tables of ERWFs by Bhalla and
Rose 3-5), which are widely used, do not agree with our (unpublis~J
results as far as positons are concerned. In this note we give
an example of our results in order to demonstrate the disagreement
in a quantitative way. Also we suggest the reason why the results
of Bhalla and Rose might be incorrect, and discuss the evidence
we have for the reliability of our results.
The ERWFs under consideration correspond to a uniformly extended
nuclear charge distribution of radius ~ , which is not screened
by atomic electrons. Thus we are concerned with a weIl defined
problem, and results obtained by different authors should be
identical. In this connection it is necessary to know that
Bhalla and Rose 3-5), although they give the value 0.4285 for the
radius constant (which relates the nuclear radius ~ to the mass
number A), actually 6) used a slightly smaller value of
approximately 0.4276. Ii this fact is allowed for, our results
agree with the tables of Bhalla and Rose in the case of negatons.
For positons, however, the wave functions fand g deviate as is
demonstrated in table 1, whereas the ratios f/g and the phase
shifts Li. still agree e· Therefore i t is the normalization which is
incorrect.
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It might be surprising that the normalization can be wrong for
positons while it is correct for negatons, since formally the
only difference between these two cases is the sign of the
nuclear charge Z. However, Bhalla and Rose need sign conventions
in order to derive their 3) eqs. (18b) and (19). Equation (18b)
implies the choice
~ri{~-~)1::: Sir (1) (~+ ii) 11 Vj.Aj1.1
which is in accordance with their expliclt statements concerning
the phases of ~ and ~. But eq .(2 9 ) implies the choice
e.1-[il,-,n ~ ('4+i<t)/IVd'2+~1.t
which is contradictory in the case of positons corresponding
to Z < O. This might give a plausible explanation for the
observed discrepancy.
In our calculation the normalization is accomplished in a
different way which does not depend on sign conventions nor
explizitlyon the sign of Z. Thus, since we obtain correct
results in the case of negatons, our results for positons are
also expected to be correct. But we have even stronger evidence
that our results are reliable. Using a drasticly di~ferent method,
namely the general method developed for the screened field 7),
we obtain identical results both in the case of negatons and of
positons.
ERWFs for specific cases can be supplied on request.






















































































Comparison of some results fram Bhalla and Rose (B+R) and from the present work (Bü). The notation
of B+R is used, signs and powere of ten are omitted. The very small deviations of f/g and tan~ are
probably due to the fact that our radius constant 0.4276 is not quite exactly the same as that of
B+R. (Also, since some parts of the caloulation by B+R are performed to an aoouraoy of 10-6 only,
their final results, in particular tanLl, are not always expected to be accurate to six digits).
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